
The rebranding of Air India
will not completely do away
with the iconic mascot of a
cheerful Maharaja in a red

turban and with an outsized
moustache. 

“Professionals in Singapore have done a lot of work,
invested time and are willing to share knowledge,” said

Gyan Chandra Misra from the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of India (ICAI) after a two-day convention

hosted 4-5 Aug 2023.
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“It gives us immense pleasure
to join forces with the largest
tile maker in India, taking yet
another step towards making

our nation greener. We
welcome Kajaria Ceramics
into our family of esteemed
customers,” said Shashank

Sharma, Founder - Chairman
& CEO of Sunsure Energy.

Chair of the ASEAN COSTI and
Permanent Secretary of
Ministry of Transport and

Infocommunications of Brunei
Darussalam, Mohammad Nazri

Mohammad Yusof said that
India is the only dialogue

partner allocating exclusive
development fund for ASEAN-
India S&T cooperation which

has resulted in several
research and capacity

building initiatives.
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"The Indian automotive market
is evolving and is constantly
looking for partners who can
revolutionize the industry with

the latest technologies for
cleaner environment,”
elaborated Rolf Brueck,

Managing Director, Emitec
Technologies GmbH.

“Mumbai and Bengaluru are truly global cities with an
incredible talent pool. Our new offices symbolize our vision for

the future and are designed to enable a world-class
experience for our people, with best-in-class amenities to

transform the way we work, connect, collaborate, and
innovate,” elaborated Deepak Mangla, CEO, Corporate

Centers, India & Philippines, JPMorgan Chase.
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S K Roongta, Mentor, FICCI Non-Ferrous Metals Committee, said
that the role of copper has become vital as India’s growth has

picked up with recent urbanisation.
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On completion, the LIGO-
India will be operated as a

national facility for detecting
Gravitation Waves and

Research in related areas,
Minister of State Atomic

Energy and Space Dr
Jitendra Singh said in a

written reply to Rajya Sabha
on 10 Aug 2023.

“Managed Network Services is core to our business, and we’re
proud to collaborate with Verizon Business to lead MNS in all of
their network deployments, modernization and operations for
private enterprise,” said C Vijayakumar, CEO and Managing

Director, HCLTech.
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The Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy has notified

the National Bioenergy
Programme in November, 2022
with budgetary outlay of Rs.1,715
Crore for a period 1 April 2021 to
31 Mar 2026 to be implemented
in two phases. The first phase
has budget outlay of Rs.858

Crore. This Programme supports
setting up of Bioenergy plants
by providing Central financial

assistance.

Market: Plate prices reversed,
down $12/MT

Markets: Amcor expands
capacity with acquisition of
Gujarat plant

Markets: Tata rebrands Air
India
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be competitive globally

Amcor Flexibles Asia Pacific President Mike Cash said, “Amcor
continues to see substantial opportunities to grow our flexible

packaging business in India. With this acquisition, we are
investing to maintain and build upon the significant

momentum the business has delivered over several years. The
scalable nature of the acquired facility, combined with the

localization of new capabilities, further enhances our customer
value proposition in this attractive high-growth market.”

The Minister informed that the Government has issued ‘Policy
for Repowering of the Wind Power Projects’ on 5 Aug 2016 which,

inter alia, provides an incentive of additional interest rate
rebate of 0.25% over and above the interest rate rebates

available to the new wind projects being financed by Indian
Renewable Energy Development Agency (IREDA).
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Minister R K Singh says,
“Hydropower is a green source

of energy. Its usage will also
increase the ground water level
and promote growth of flora &

fauna. All the developed nations
including the USA, Canada and

Norway have harnessed
80%-90% of their hydropower

potential.”
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“HCLTech is a widely recognized industry leader for Managed
Network Services, and with their IT service expertise and ongoing

support of our enterprise networking deployments, Verizon Business
can modernize our service delivery and simultaneously heighten

our focus on helping customers incorporate next-generation
technology like 5G, SD-WAN and SASE into their operations and their

own customer offerings,” said Kyle Malady, CEO, Verizon Business.
 

Dr Jitendra Singh informed that
the government has approved

the establishment of a new
spaceport in

Kulasekarapattinam, Tamil Nadu,
for carrying out the launches of

the Small Satellite Launch
Vehicles (SSLV) developed by

ISRO for enhanced participation
of Non-Government Entities

(NGEs) across the entire value
chain of the space economy,

while clearly delineating the roles
of various stakeholders viz. IN-

SPACe, ISRO, NSIL and DOS.
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Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Telangana, Uttar Pradesh, and other States
witness growth in AI, IoT, virtual reality, online payment systems, and smart

solutions, attracting investments in the country. Some key colocation
investors in the India data center market include Equinix, NTT Global Data

Centers, Sify Technologies, Nxtra by Airtel, ST Telemedia Global Data Centres,
Yotta Infrastructure, CtrlS, and others, says ResearchAndMarkets report.

“Therefore, the two countries have a foundation to strengthen cooperation
together to overcome the difficulties more conveniently and easily,” said Phan
Thi Thang, Vietnam’s Deputy Minister, Ministry of Industry and Trade, said at the
Vietnam-India Business Forum jointly organized by PHDCCI with the Embassy of

Vietnam, New Delhi, on 8 Aug 2023.
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Deepak Agarwal, CEO -Solveda India, said, "We are excited to join forces
with the Saksoft Group as we see synergy in our experience and expertise.

Our strong business relationship, project execution experience in the global
eCommerce market combined with Saksoft's larger portfolio of solutions

can provide scale for our business growth."

Sharing more details on 14
Aug, Pradeep P S, Chief

Executive Officer, AgriTech
D2C & FAAS (Farm to fork as

SaaS), said, “India is the
second largest country in

agriculture production and
we, at Farmers Fresh Zone,

are super proud to represent
as the only one from India at

a global forum.
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Fiinews.com was seen and
read by 1.82 million India-

focused business
executives in 2022. We

appreciate these global
business executives’

support for Fiinews.com,
considering it as an

important source of market
intelligence on India. 

We also look forward to
more support in 2023 when
we will produce more and

more articles related to the
Indian market and

businesses. 
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Saahasi: Dateline Singapore I Official Trailer 
Featuring Singapore-based actors like Veena Puthran Bangera, Rachna Anand, Gurdip Singh, Nidhi Chopra Khanna, Pankaj Kumar, Neil Daswani,
Edmund Chow, Hannah Wong, Jawahar Kanjilal and Tejas Chitaliya, Saahasi: Dateline Singapore is a bold take on the changing ethos of journalism.  

Set in the backdrop of a gang rape victim who is brought to Singapore from India for medical treatment, the film explores the clash of values between
old journalism and new journalism, which is more aggressive and TRP-driven, through two characters, Gurdip and Garima.

Subscribe free to get your regular 
 e-newsletter from fiinews.com.
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Placements of 24
advertisement in

newsletters and on the
website as well as 10

articles.

Placement of 2
advertisements in 2

newsletters and on the
website for one month
as well as one article.

Placement of 6
advertisements in

newsletters and on the
website as well as 4

articles.

Placement of 12
advertisements in

newsletters and on the
website as well as 6
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